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Power moments, modified moments, and optimized moments are powerful tools for solving microscopic
models of macroscopic systems; however, the expansion of the density of states as a continued fraction does
not converge to the macroscopic limit point-wise in energy with increasing numbers of moments. In this work
the moment problem is further constrained by minimal lifetimes or maximal breaking of time-reversal sym-
metry, to yield approximate densities of states with pointwise macroscopic limits. This is applied numerically
to models with one and two finite bands with various singularities, as well as to a model with infinite
bandwidth, and the results are compared with the maximum entropy approximation where possible.
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I. PROJECTED DENSITY OF STATES

For complicated macroscopic systems, even if the equa-
tions of motion could be solved exactly, the solutions would
contain too much information to be useful. When such sys-
tems satisfy linear equations of motion, this information can
be summarized in the distribution of energies of states,
weighted by their projections onto a single degree of free-
dom, the projected density of states �PDoS�.

In most cases macroscopic linear systems cannot be
solved exactly, however, densities of states for these systems
can still be approximated from moments which are averages
of polynomials in energy or frequency over the motion of
finite subsystems. The difficulty with this approach is ex-
trapolating from the finite subsystems to the thermodynamic
limit of the infinite system. In mathematics this is known as
the problem of moments1 which takes the form of construct-
ing a one-dimensional mass distribution �the PDoS� from
powers of position averaged over the distribution. In the mo-
ment problem the PDoS is expanded as a continued fraction2

and the thermodynamic limit corresponds to constructing a
tail for the continued fraction as discussed further in Sec. III.

The purpose of this paper is to present a way of evaluat-
ing the thermodynamic limit by imposing the physical con-
dition that states of the macroscopic system to have minimal
lifetimes consistent with the moments, or in other terms,
maximal breaking of time-reversal symmetry �MBTS� in the
approximate systems. The remainder of this paper discusses
the approximation of densities of states for independent elec-
trons in solids; this is quantum mechanics in the Schrödinger
picture for independent particles moving in a time-
independent potential. In terms of orthonormal, nonstation-
ary orbitals which may be thought of as atomiclike, the equa-
tion of motion for a state is,

i���/�t = H� , �1�

where � is the column vector of coefficients of each orbital
in the state, and H is the Hamiltonian matrix which is Her-
mitian because the orbitals are orthonormal. The PDoS for a
state u0 in this system is,

n0�E� = �Im�R0�E���/� , �2�

where

R0�E� = �u0��EI − H�−1�u0� , �3�

the u0-u0, matrix element of the resolvent, Im means the
imaginary part, I is the identity matrix, and E is the energy.
For E real, R0�E� only has a nonzero imaginary part where it
is singular, at the energies of stationary states of H.3 Physi-
cally, n0�E� is the probability density that u0 is occupied
when the system is in a stationary state with energy E.

While this paper addresses independent electrons in the
Schrödinger picture, the ideas presented here apply equally
to any Hermitian system of linear equations. One example is
quantum mechanics in the Heisenberg picture where the or-
bitals are replaced by localized operators and H is replaced
by commutation with H, the quantum Liouvillian.4 Another
example is classical mechanics in the harmonic approxima-
tion where the orbitals become displacements from equilib-
rium and H is the dynamical matrix.5 Finally, these ideas
apply generally to classical mechanics in the Liouville for-
mulation where functions of the dynamical variables, as well
as the operators which act on those functions, obey linear
equations of motion.6

This paper is divided into seven further sections. The next
of these introduces moments as an approach to electronic
structure. Section III contains a discussion of the problems
with approximating the PDoS in solids using moments, and
Sec. IV presents a method for solving this problem using
MBTS. In Sec. V the convergence properties of the method
are developed and illustrated with numerical examples, and
the results are compared with the related method of maxi-
mum entropy. An MBTS method for single bands is intro-
duced in Sec. VI and compared with maximum entropy. In
Sec. VII the previous methods are extended to approximation
of the physical and second sheets of the full Greenian rather
than just the PDoS, and in Sec. VIII, the approximations
developed in this paper are placed in the context of more
general quadratic approximations, together with comments
on approximations for multiple bands. A summary and con-
clusions are in Sec. IX.

II. MOMENTS

What makes a quantum system complicated is the number
of inequivalent orbitals which are strongly coupled, in the
sense that interactions between orbitals are significant com-
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pared to the differences in energies between orbitals. In
terms of the Hamiltonian matrix H, a pair of orbitals is
strongly coupled if their off-diagonal element is significant
compared with the difference between their diagonal ele-
ments.

Large systems are not necessarily complicated. For ex-
ample a crystal is infinite, but it can be divided into cells
which are equivalent under translation symmetries, so that a
complete set of inequivalent orbitals can be found in a single
finite cell. Defects such as impurities, dislocations, or sur-
faces, make a system qualitatively more complicated by
breaking crystalline symmetry so that the cells are no longer
finite. Extended systems with disordered potentials or with
interactions are additional examples of complicated systems.

For complicated systems, strong coupling prevents pertur-
bation theory from converging, leaving only the variational
method for calculating properties of the system. Even the
variational principle must be applied with care in order to
control the convergence of calculations, and the simplest
way to do this is through moments, matrix elements of the
Hamiltonian which characterize the system’s evolution from
a particular initial state.

In terms of the Hamiltonian matrix H and an initial state
u0, usually localized and not stationary, the power moments
��n� are the matrix elements ��u0 ,Hnu0�� which are the ex-
pectation values of powers of energy over the stationary
states in u0. It can be shown3 that these power moments are
also integrals of powers of E over n0�E�. For modified mo-
ments, the power Hn is replaced in the definition of power
moments by a polynomial of degree n in H, for example
Chebyshev polynomials.7 It helps to think of the powers of
H on u0 as generating a sequence of linearly independent
states which span �Krylov� subspaces, subsystems through
which the system passes as it evolves away from u0.

This idea of transforming to a one-dimensional evolution
can be exploited by the Gram-Schmidt construction of an
orthonormal basis, u0 ,u1 ,u2 , . . ., for this sequence of sub-
spaces. Also known as the Lanczos or recursion methods, the
construction begins with u0 and proceeds to construct un+1
from Hun by removing its component of un, �un ,Hun�=an,
and its component of un−1 �un ,Hun−1�= �un−1 ,Hun�=bn.
Since H is Hermitian, Hun contains no components of um for
m�n−1 �because by construction Hum contains no compo-
nent of un+1�. So Hun−anun−bnun−1 is orthogonal to the pre-
ceding basis elements, and its matrix element with un+1 is its
normalization, which is also bn+1. In the new basis �un�, H
becomes a symmetric tridiagonal matrix J whose diagonal
elements are the �an� and whose only nonzero, off-diagonal
elements are the �bn� on the first two subdiagonals. Since the
�un� are constructed from powers of H acting on u0, un is a
polynomial of degree n in H, making an and bn special cases
of modified moments, of degree 2n+1 and 2n, respectively,
optimized by orthonormalization for that particular H and u0.

For numerical applications, un must be localized in the
sense that it contains significant contributions from only a
finite number of inequivalent orbitals. This in turn depends
on u0 being localized, and on H being short ranged or sparse
in the sense that each row or column of H has only a finite
number of significant elements. Given that u0 is localized

and H short ranged, but not necessarily finite, it follows that
un is also localized, although the number of significant com-
ponents can grow as fast as n factorial.8

III. APPROXIMATIONS

Starting with 2N+1 optimized moments
�a0 ,a1 ,a2 , . . . ,aN� and �b0 ,b1 ,b2 , . . . ,bN�, the central prob-
lem is to approximate the imaginary part of R0�E� for real
energies when H is an infinite matrix. In the classical solu-
tion of the moment problem,1 this matrix element is ex-
pressed as the continued fraction,

R0�E� = b0
2/E − a0 − b1

2/E − a1 − b2
2/E − a2 − ¯ − bN

2/E

− aN − bN+1TN+1�E� , �4�

where b0
2 is the normalization of u0 and n0�E� as well as the

zeroth power moment, the slash means division by every-
thing to the right, and TN+1�E� is the tail of the continued
fraction depending on the rest of the moments, which are not
known. This matrix element R0�E� has the analytic property
that it takes values in the opposite half of the complex plane
�upper or lower� to E. This also applies to TN+1�E�, and so
for E in the lower �upper� half plane, R0�E� and TN+1�E� are
in the upper �lower� half plane. Furthermore, when E has a
nonzero, negative �positive� imaginary part, the continued
fraction maps the whole half plane of possible values of
TN+1�E� into values of R0�E� within a circle of finite radius �
which lies entirely in the upper �lower� half of the complex
plane. This bound on R0�E� also bounds n0�E�, and the con-
tinued fraction expansion converges in the sense that � de-
creases exponentially with increasing N.

The problem with the continued fraction expansion is that
the radius of the bounding circle � goes to infinity as E
becomes real, which is where R0�E� must be evaluated for
n0�E�. Worse, there is a value of TN+1�E�, allowed by the
above analyticity requirements, for which the continued frac-
tion in Eq. �4�, and hence n0�E�, is infinite; so the continued
fraction expansion truly diverges on the the real E axis. This
is the end of the story unless some additional property of
macroscopic systems is used to constrain the values of n0�E�
on the real axis.

IV. MAXIMALLY BROKEN TIME-REVERSAL
SYMMETRY

Physically, infinities in n0�E� occur at the energies of
states which do not decay, typical of isolated finite systems
but not macroscopic systems, for which states generally do
decay. This observation offers an alternative approximation
to truncation of the continued fraction, an approximation
which emphasizes the macroscopic nature of the system by
minimizing lifetimes rather than maximizing them. It is
shown in this section that combining a constraint of minimal
lifetimes with the moments �a0 ,a1 ,a2 , . . . ,aN� and
�b0 ,b1 ,b2 , . . . ,bN� produces an approximation for the PDoS
which converges at each energy at least as fast as the recip-
rocal of the number of moments, and that the discrete spec-
trum of a finite system is recovered in the limit where one of
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the �bn� becomes smaller than the spacing between levels.
In order for a state to decay, its probability must flow

away to infinity, and the time-reversed state must have prob-
ability flowing in from infinity making this pair of states a
time-reversal doublet. In these terms, the condition that
states have minimal lifetimes becomes the condition that
states break time-reversal symmetry maximally in the sense
that probability is carried away at a maximal rate. In precise
terms, the state with the maximal rate of probability flow is
the state with the largest ratio of probability current to total
probability; the product of probability current, J, and a nor-
malization �.

In order to find the states of MBTS, the rate at which
probability flows away from u0 must be calculated by solv-
ing Eq. �1�. This can be done in many ways, but for numeri-
cal work it is convenient to use the tridiagonal basis, �un�
constructed above. For time-independent H, the time-
dependence and spacial dependence of solutions to Eq. �1�
can be separated by writing them as �eiEt/�, where E is the
energy of the state and � is time independent so it can be
expanded in the �un� as �=�0u0+�1u1+ ¯ +�nun+¯,
where � is the vector whose components are �0 ,�1 ,�2 , . . ..
In terms of the moments �an� and �bn� of H, the time-
independent Schrödinger equation for this state in the tridi-
agonal basis �un� is the the three-term-recurrence,

an�n + bn�n−1 + bn+1�n+1 = E�n. �5�

Since the recurrence relates three components of a solution
�, there are two linearly independent solutions for each E,
and so a single solution is determined by two conditions on
�, for example specifying �0 and �1, or some other pair of
conditions.

The probability that the system is in the state un is �n�n
*,

and its time derivative is zero for real E. Since the total
probability of a state is conserved for real E, the probability
currents into and out of un must be equal. The Schrödinger
equation, Eq. �1�, relates the time derivative of a state and
the Hamiltonian to give expressions for the probability cur-
rent Jn+1 flowing from un to un+1 which is equal to the cur-
rent Jn flowing from un−1 to un,

Jn+1 = bn+1��n+1�n
* − �n+1

*�n	/�i��

= bn��n�n−1
* − �n

*�n−1	/�i�� = Jn. �6�

Since the current carried between successive �un� is indepen-
dent of n for states with real energies, this is an invariant J of
the recurrence in Eq. �5� �related to the Christoffel-Darboux
identity �Ref. 7�	. To get a rate of probability flow, this cur-
rent must be normalized by

�N = 1/���0�2 + ��1�2 + ��2�2 + ¯ + ��N�2� �7�

�a generalization of the Christoffel function �Ref. 9�	, which
is the reciprocal of the total probability that the system is in
one of the basis-states u0 ,u1 ,u2 , . . . ,uN. The condition for u0
to have an extremal lifetime is that the ratio of the probabil-
ity current J flowing out of u0, to the total probability in the
state,

jN = �NJ = �b1/�i��	��1�0
* − �1

*�0	/���0�2 + ��1�2 + ��2�2

+ ¯ + ��N�2	 �8�

be extremal. The states with extremal rates of probability
flow occur in pairs with the two states each carrying the
same maximal current, but in opposite directions making
them a time-reversal doublet.

The conventional solutions of Eq. �5� are orthogonal poly-
nomials of the first and second kind, �pn� and �qn�, respec-
tively, which satisfy the following conditions: p0=1/b0, p1
= �E−a0� / �b0b1�, q0=0, and q1=b0 /b1. In terms of these
polynomials it is convenient to specify the states � with a
fixed component, −1, of �qn�, and a variable component, z, of
�pn�, so that,

�n = zpn − qn. �9�

Substituting this expression in Eq. �8� gives the rate of
probability flow in terms of z,

j = ��z − z*�/�i��	/�zz*PN − zSN
* − z*SN + QN	 , �10�

where

PN = �p0�2 + �p1�2 + ¯ + �pN�2, �11�

SN = p0
*q0 + p1

*q1 + ¯ + pN
*qN, �12�

and

QN = �q0�2 + �q1�2 + ¯ + �qN�2. �13�

The z which produce extremal values of j occur when the
derivatives of j with respect to z and z* are zero,

z± = �Re�SN� ± i�PNQN − Re�SN�2�1/2	/PN, �14�

with the states �± generated by z± being the states with ex-
tremal positive �	� and negative ��� rates of probability
flow in Eq. �10�.

The choice of states �± is equivalent to the choice of a tail
TN+1�E� for the continued fraction in Eq. �4�, as can be seen
by dividing both sides of Eq. �5� by �n, and solving for
bn�n /�n−1 to get,

bn�n/�n−1 = bn
2/�E − an − bn+1�n+1/�n� �15�

and linking these expressions to relate z± to �N+1 /�N, which
is the tail TN+1�E�. This can be shown to have the analytic
properties of the tail introduced in the previous Sec., namely
that E and TN+1�E� lie in opposite halves �upper and lower�
of the complex plane, and that as E goes to infinity, TN+1�E�
goes to zero as 1/E. Now, from Eqs. �15� and Eq. �4�,

R0�E� = b0
2/�E − a0 − b1�1/�0� = z±, �16�

so the PDoS at E is,

n0�E� = �PNQN − SN
2�1/2/��PN� , �17�

where PN, QN, and SN depend on E and are real, for E real so
that the PDoS is non-negative by the Cauchy-Schwarz’s in-
equality. It preserves the moments �a0 ,a1 ,a2 , . . . ,aN� and
�b0 ,b1 ,b2 , . . . ,bN� because MBTS is equivalent to a choice
of a tail t�E� for the continued fraction.
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For finite systems, H is also finite, the states are localized
and do not carry currents to infinity. As a result, the PDoS
consists of isolated delta distributions. A finite H transforms
to a finite J which may be viewed in the context of MBTS as
the limit in which one of the off-diagonal matrix-elements,
say bN, goes to zero. It is shown in what follows that for bN
much smaller than the separation of zeros of pN−1, the ap-
proximation for the PDoS in Eq. �17� goes to a sum of iso-
lated delta distributions located at the zeros of pN, with
weights qN/ p�N, where p�N is the derivative of pN, with re-
spect to E and the expression for the weight is evaluated at
the zero. This expression for the PDoS is exactly the same as
is obtained by taking T�E�=0 in Eq. �4�, and expressing the
finite continued fraction in terms of pN and qN.

Because pN and qN satisfy Eq. �5� with appropriate initial
conditions, they each contain a factor of 1 /bN, so that for bN
very small, they dominate PN, QN, and SN, in Eqs. �11�–�13�,
except close to zeros of either pN or qN. It is clear from this
that the PDoS in Eq. �17� is only nonzero within about bN
of a zero Ez of pN, where pN can be approximated as
�E-Ez�p�N, because bN is much smaller than the separation of
zeros. In Eq. �17�, taking E-Ez to be of order 1 /bN, and
discarding those terms in PNQN–SN

2, which are of
order 1 /bN or smaller, the expression for n0�E� becomes
�1/���PN−1�qN�2	1/2 / �PN−1+ (�E−Ez�P�N)2	, where all poly-
nomials are evaluated at Ez. This is just the expression for a
Lorentzian of width �PN−1	1/2 / P�N whose integrated weight
is qN/ P�N, the correct value.

V. CONVERGENCE

For there to be a time-reversal doublet and hence a decay-
ing state at energy E, there must be some linear combination
of pN and qN which carries a current to infinity as N goes to
infinity. This requires that both pN and qN be spread evenly
over the �un�, and that the angle 
N between them not go to
zero; resulting in PN, QN, and SN which all increase linearly
with N at the same rate. The consequence of this is that when
there is a time-reversal doublet at energy E, the expression
for n0�E� in Eq. �17� converges pointwise as 1/N.

The other case where Eq. �17� converges pointwise is
when E is in a gap in the PDoS. Since there is no physical
state at this energy, the �pn� diverge with increasing n, and so
PN also diverges with increasing N. QN cannot diverge any
faster than PN because the current in Eq. �6� must be con-
served when �n is pn+ iqn, but angle 
N goes to zero because
at least the �pn� diverge. The result of this is that for an
energy in a gap, the PDoS in Eq. �17� converges to zero at
the same rate that PN diverges, which is exponentially in
most cases.

The remaining cases are where E is either the energy of a
state which belongs to a time-reversal singlet, or an accumu-
lation point of such states �an infinite number of such states
differ in energy from E by any nonzero amount�. At these
energies the PDoS is singular in the sense that its value can
be changed between zero and infinity with arbitrarily small
changes in the Hamiltonian. Since the approximation in Eq.
�17� produces a smooth PDoS for N finite, n0�E� approaches
the singular spectrum by becoming rougher with increasing

N. The PDoS converges in the mean �integrals over smooth
functions converge� at these energies, rather than pointwise.

The behavior of this approximation based on MBTS is
illustrated in Fig. 1 for a spectrum consisting of two semiel-
liptical bands with a gap between them. The approximation
in Eq. �17� using 10, 22, and 46 moments are shown as the
full lines �a�, �b�, and �c�, with the full line �d� being the
exact PDoS. The values of n0�E� are displaced by 0.2 for �b�,
0.4 for �c�, and 0.6 for �d�. As required, the approximate
densities cross the exact density a number of times equal to
the number of moments used.

Maximizing the entropy functional, 
n0�E�Ln�n0�E�	dE,
is a general approach to approximation,10 and is related to
this work in the sense that entropy is generated fastest by the
states with MBTS. For 2N moments, the PDoS with maximal
entropy is the exponential of a polynomial of degree 2N
whose coefficients are chosen to reproduce the normalization
and given moments.11 While the current density carried by a
state is expressed above as a ratio of quadratics, and so can
be maximized analytically, maximizing the entropy func-
tional can only be done numerically and the implementation
of this used here suffers from instabilities.

For comparison, the dotted curves �a� and �b� are the
maximum entropy12 approximations for 10 and 22 moments,
respectively; the program used did not converge for 46 mo-
ments. There is no doubt that a solution with maximum en-
tropy exists, the problem is lack of an algorithm which al-
ways solves this strongly nonquadratic optimization. The
differences between maximal entropy and MBTS are clear
even from this limited comparison. The main one is that the
maximum entropy approximation to the PDoS decreases ex-
ponentially in E outside the bands, while MBTS approxima-

FIG. 1. A comparison of MBTS �full line� and maximum en-
tropy �Ref. 12� �dotted line� approximations to a two-band model
PDoS using 10, 22, and 46 moments for curves �a�, �b�, and �c�,
respectively. Successive curves are displaced vertically by 0.2, and
curve �d� �full line� is exact.
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tion decreases algebraically, as some inverse power of E out-
side the bands. Since the PDoS is normalized to one, the
smaller weight of the maximum entropy approximation out-
side the bands, produces a greater weight inside the bands
resulting in a smaller error. The amplitudes of the oscillations
inside the bands are similar.

The point-wise convergence of the PDoS is demonstrated
in Fig. 2 for the two-band model shown in Fig. 1. Lines �a�,
�b�, and �c� in Fig. 2�a� show the convergence of the PDoS to
zero at energies outside the bands and in the gap, −2.5, −0.5,
and 2.5, respectively. The straight lines which result from
plotting the logarithmic error against level number �half the
number of moments used� show that the convergence is in-
deed exponential as argued above. These calculations were
done in double precision arithmetic, so the exponential de-
crease in the error stops when it reaches the rounding error.
In Fig. 2�b�, curves �a�, �b� �the very jagged curve�, and �c�
show error against level for energies at the edges and inside
the bands, −2.0, −1.5, and 0.0, respectively. For the band
edges, curves �a� and �c�, the error decreases a little faster
than the reciprocal of the number of levels. It is a little sur-
prising that the error at these singular points decreases faster
than the error for an energy inside one band, curve b, where
despite large downward fluctuations in the error, the maxi-
mum error decreases as the reciprocal of the number of lev-
els. The difficulty in converging entropy maximizations
makes it impossible to compare with these results.

VI. A SINGLE-BAND APPROXIMATION

The simplest time-reversal doublet which satisfies MBTS
is the pair of plane-waves, �n=exp�±in��, where � is some
real angle between 0 and �. For a finite band, these are
solutions to Eq. �5� for n large when an and bn are constants
or go to constants for large n �7	. Similarly, for an infinite
band, these are solutions for n large when the ratios an /bn+1
and bn /bn+1 become constant with increasing n.

Knowing that the MBTS states are asymptotically plane
waves makes it much simpler to determine the PDoS,
namely that for large N,

�N/�N−1 � �N+1/�N, �18�

at each energy E which is equivalent to the condition that the
tails have converged, TN�E�=TN+1�E�. Substituting for the
�N−1�-th, Nth, and �N+1�-th components of � from Eq. �9�
produces a quadratic equation for z± whose solutions are,

z± = �BN ± � �BN
2 − 4ANCN�	/�2AN� , �19�

where

AN = pN
2 − pN+1pN+1, �20�

BN = 2pNqN − pN+1qN−1 − pN−1qN+1, �21�

and

CN = qN
2 − qN+1qN−1. �22�

As in the case of the more general application of MBTS, the
approximate PDoS has the given moments because the ap-

proximation can be expressed as a boundary condition on the
tail of the continued fraction.

As an example of this approximation, consider the elec-
tronic structure of squarium, a model material consisting of
tight-binding s orbitals on a square lattice with hopping be-
tween nearest neighbors only. The exact PDoS has disconti-
nuities �imaginary logarithmic singularities� at the edges of
the band and goes to infinity logarithmically �a real logarith-
mic singularity� at the center of the band. Although the

FIG. 2. �a� Pointwise convergence of the MBTS approximation
for the example in Fig. 1 at energies outside the bands: −2.5 �a�,
−0.5 �b�, and 2.5 �c�. The number of moments is twice the number
of levels. �b� Pointwise convergence of the MBTS approximation
for the example in Fig. 1 at energies on the band edges, or inside the
band: −2.0 �a�, −1.5 �b�, and 0.0 �c�. The number of moments is
twice the number of levels.
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model has only one band of electronic states, the two kinds
of logarithmic singularities challenge many approximation
methods. Figure 3 shows the above approximation for 10,
22, 46, and 400 moments as full curves �a�, �b�, �c�, and �d�,
respectively. The dotted versions of curves �a� and �b� are the
maximum entropy approximations for 10 and 22 moments,
respectively; the maximum entropy method did not converge
for 46 or 400 moments.

The results in Fig. 3 show that for 10 and 22 moments, the
single-band approximation has smaller oscillations through-
out the band and sharper band-edge discontinuities than
maximum entropy, which in turn has smaller oscillations and
sharper edges than the more general MBTS from Sec. IV,
which is not shown. Maximum entropy does slightly better
than the single-band approximation on the singularity at the
center of the band, and not quite as well at the band edges.
The sharpness of the band edges in the single-band approxi-
mation is surprising because, like the more general MBTS, it
is algebraic outside the band, but in this case crosses the
exponential maximum entropy approximation where both are
too small to see on this scale.

This single-band approximation should also be compared
with the constant terminator of earlier work,13 where for fi-
nite single bands, the asymptotically constant �an� and �bn�
were replaced by constants an=a and bn=b. This also pro-
duced a quadratic equation for TN�E�, but one in which the
coefficients were either constant or linear in E, not of degree
2N in E as they are in the quadratic resulting from Eq. �18�.
Requiring the tail to be converged rather than the moments
constant produces a remarkable improvement in the approxi-
mation as can be seen by comparing the results in Fig. 3 with

similar results for constant terminators in Ref. 13.

VII. APPROXIMATE GREENIANS

The PDoS is proportional to a singular part of the more
general complex function of E, the Greenian or resolvent,

R0�E� = �u0,�E − H�−1u0� . �23�

Part of this function, the physical sheet, can be expanded for
complex E as the continued fraction in Eq. �4�, and can have
singularities only at real energies. If the Hamiltonian H per-
mits states which break time-reversal symmetry, time-
reversal doublets, R0�E� can be analytically continued to a
second sheet which contains additional singularities corre-
sponding to decaying states, resonances and unstable states
�see Ref. 6 for an example�. It is frequently useful to know
the complex energies of these second-sheet singularities, and
in principle, the moments determine these as well as the
PDoS.

While in Sec. IV MBTS was used to construct an approxi-
mation for the PDoS at real energies, the same argument can
be extended to complex energies. The expressions for the
current and the normalization, Eqs. �6� and �7�, are already in
their complex form as is Eq. �14�, which in Eq. �16� is shown
to be equal to R0�E�. For complex energies, z− in Eq. �14�
gives a good approximation to the physical sheet of the
Greenian for E in the upper half of the complex E plane, and
z+ is a good approximation in the lower half-plane. While
they are good approximations on the physical sheet, z+ and z−
in Eq. �14�, cannot be analytically continued to the second
sheet because they are functions of E and E*, not just E.

While the formulation of MBTS in Sec. IV is not analytic
in E, the single-band formulation in Sec. VI is, because the
condition that states go to pure exponentials, Eq. �18�, does
not involve complex conjugates. The expression for z± in Eq.
�19� can be evaluated for complex E and produces both the
physical and second sheets of R0�E�. As a numerical example
this approximation is applied to the PDoS sech��E� which
arises in classical diffusion.6 This is a case where the PDoS
extends to infinite energy, but it satisfies the criterion for a
single band in Sec. VI. While this PDoS consists of a single
broad peak centered at zero energy, the second sheet of the
Greenian which produces this PDoS has poles at ±i , ±2i , . . ..

Along the imaginary E axis, z− is purely imaginary be-
cause the PDoS is symmetric about E=0; and this is plotted
in Fig. 4 at 301 points for 10, 22, and 46 moments, �a�, �b�,
and �c�, respectively. The first two of the diffusion poles
along the negative imaginary E axis are resolved with all
approximations doing well for the pole at −i and the approxi-
mations with more moments doing better for the pole at −2i.
None of the approximations show any sign of the pole at −3i,
and including additional moments in the approximation does
not lead to additional poles being resolved. The reason is that
at complex energies the magnitudes of the polynomials �pn�
and �qn� increase rapidly with n. The condition that �n goes
to a pure exponential relates �pn� and �qn� for large n, while
the value of z± is just �0, so the value of the Greenian de-
pends on cancellations between large quantities to get a
small one. At the value of N for which 1/ pN or 1/qN be-

FIG. 3. A comparison of the single-band MBTS �full line� and
maximum entropy �Ref. 12� �dotted line� approximations for the
PDoS of squarium, using 10 and 22 moments, curves �a� and �b�,
respectively, and just the single-band MBTS for 46 and 400 mo-
ments, curves �c� and �d�, respectively. Successive curves are dis-
placed vertically by 0.2.
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comes less than the rounding error, the approximation be-
comes insensitive to further moments, and the region of the
second sheet which can be approximated is therefore limited
by the rounding error.

VIII. QUADRATIC APPROXIMATIONS

It is simplest to consider the Greenian or resolvent in
terms of the three-term recurrence in Eq. �5�. For each value
of E, a solution ��n� is constructed in Sec. IV from a single
complex number z, with the normalization and phase of the
solution fixed by the relation between �0 and �1. For ener-
gies in the upper half of the complex energy plane, it is clear
that there are two special solutions to the recurrence: one �−

for which �n
− which goes exponentially to zero as n goes to

infinity; and another �+ for which ��n
+� increases faster with

n than any other solution.
Of these two special solutions, the most convergent �n

−

and the most divergent �n
+, it is the latter which is difficult

to determine numerically because its dependence on z be-
comes weaker and weaker with increasing n, in contrast with
the former where the dependence on z increases with n. De-
fining z+ and z− more generally than before, as the initial
conditions which generate �+ and �−, respectively, z− is the
value of the Greenian on the physical sheet and z+ is its value
on the second sheet, in the upper half of the energy plane. On
the real energy axis, they become the two solutions defined
in Sec. IV, and in the lower half-plane they interchange
sheets becoming, respectively, the second and physical
sheets.

If both the physical and second sheets of the Greenian are
to be approximated, then it is reasonable to expect these
approximations to be solutions to a quadratic equation, and
indeed that is consistent with the above applications of
MBTS. In Sec. IV the quadratic equation resulted from mini-
mizing the ratio of current to total probability giving a result
which applies only on the physical sheet because these de-
pend on both � and �*. In Sec. VII, the quadratic equation
arises in the single-band approximation from the condition
that the solution to the recurrence becomes a pure exponen-
tial, which can be analytically continued because it depends
only on � and not on �*.

When there are gaps in the spectrum, as for example in
Fig. 1, the asymptotic ratios of moments, an /bn+1 and
bn /bn+1 are generally quasiperiodic in n �Refs. 14 and 15� in
the same sense that these ratios are asymptotically constant
for a single band. In exceptional cases such as bands of equal
width they are asymptotically periodic in n. In these latter
cases where for large n, there is some M such that, an /bn+1
�an+M/bn+M+1 and bn /bn+1�bn+M/bn+M+1, the states with
MBTS are not asymptotically pure exponentials, but rather
Bloch states,

�n
+ � exp�in��u�n� , �24�

and u�n��u�n+M� for large n, with � some angle between
0 and �; �n

− is ��n
+�*. Now the condition for the MBTS

solutions is,

�N/�N+M � �N+m/�N+M+m, �25�

where 0�m�M. In the case when m=1, this is equivalent
to requiring that the tails have converged, TN�E�=TN+M�E�.
As in the single-band case, this approximation for asymptoti-
cally periodic ratios of moments gives an excellent PDoS
and Greenian. The general case where the moments are qua-
siperiodic remains to be investigated.

Properties of electronic systems, such a conductance,
bond order, and so forth, depend on correlations between
different components of states and so are related to off-
diagonal elements of �E-H�−1 rather than its diagonal ele-
ments which give the PDoS as in Eq. �23�. In these cases, the
various moments become matrices whose rows and columns
correspond to the correlated components, the continued frac-
tion in Eq. �4� becomes a matrix continued fraction, and the
recurrence in Eq. �5� becomes a matrix recurrence whose
solutions are linear combinations of matrix orthogonal poly-
nomials �Refs. 16 and 17�. It seems likely that the idea of
MBTS can be extended to these problems.

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In contrast to the states of finite systems which are local-
ized in the same region of space and so contribute discrete
delta distributions to the density of states, the states of mac-
roscopic systems are typically extended and current carrying
so that they contribute smooth bands to the density of states.
This observation is used to develop approximations for den-
sities of states of macroscopic systems based on states which
carry current to infinity at a maximal rate, or in other words,
states which maximally break time-reversal symmetry. The

FIG. 4. Single-band MBTS approximations for the physical and
second sheets of the Greenian corresponding to the PDoS sech��E�,
plotted along the imaginary E axis at 301 points using 10 �a�, 22
�b�, and 46 �c� moments.
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advantage of these approximations is that the rate at which
states carry current to infinity can be maximized indepen-
dently at each energy, and this rate is a ratio of quadratics
whose maxima can be found analytically. Maximizing the
current is related to maximizing the entropy functional of the
density of states, which has the disadvantage that it is global
and nonquadratic, so that it cannot always be found with a
given algorithm.

This principle of MBTS is applied to approximating den-
sities of states given their moments, modified moments, or
tridiagonal representation. When nothing else is known about
the structure of the states, this leads to an approximation
which converges inversely with the number of moments, al-
though it is inferior to maximizing entropy in the cases
where this is possible. When the states are known to be as-
ymptotically plane waves or Bloch states, MBTS leads to an

approximation which is comparable to maximizing entropy,
but always converges. As well as the density of states, this
approximation converges rapidly for the first sheet of the
Green’s function, and converges asymptotically for the sec-
ond sheet of the Green’s function.
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